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Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab

2020-2025 Vision
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Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab

Enrollment shifts

Education Technology

Skills Mismatch

Competency Based 
Education

Corporate Partnerships

Restructure of Talent 
Development

Pandemic

Learning without 
borders

Industry Disrupters

Higher Education is experiencing 
unprecedented headwinds but is well 
positioned to reimagine what learning will 
look like in the future.

Radford University has the opportunity to 
leverage these disruptors to provide 
innovative and differentiated learning 
experiences.
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Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab

Strategies and 
Objectives

Growth 
Business 

Model

Culture

Innovation
Pipeline

Customer 
Cultivation

Learner 
Success

Model

Strategic Imperatives

4

5

1

2

3

 Determine best model and infrastructure 

for sustainable revenue growth.

 Foster a culture that is collaborative, 

transparent and empowering.

 Develop a balanced pipeline that is 

insight driven and learner centric.

 Create a market strategy and customer 

cultivation plan to increase enrollment.

 Deliver learner engagement, completion 

and experience growth.

Strategic Overview
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Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab

Technology

Analytics

Security Healthcare

Education

Industry Sectors

Market Penetration Strategy
 Growing market sectors with strong demand and stability
 Provides first mover advantage or differentiated competitive position
 Strong revenue opportunity via learner base and/or partnerships
 Capitalizes on Radford University knowledge expertise and reputation

We will continue to focus our program development and partnership approach in sectors that support our 
vision and give Radford University a competitive advantage.
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Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab

Discussion
Based on your expertise, how might the Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab 
capitalize on the industry disruptors, workforce needs and the future of 
workforce trends to serve adult learners and drive growth in the future?
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FUTURE-PROOFING 
THE WORKFORCE 
ACCELERATING SKILLS ACQUISITION 
TO MATCH THE PACE OF CHANGE
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

With rapid changes—both technological and 
in the organization of work—this new study 
finds that workers are extremely concerned 
about the profound impact of technologi-
cal changes in their jobs (and whether they 
will even have a job in the future), with 
two-thirds of respondents seeing their job 
changing significantly at least every five 
years because of technological advances.

Based on responses from approximately 
4,700 workers and in-depth interviews with 
companies and institutions, this study pro-
vides a window into the preparations being 
made in the workplace to meet the future 
world of work. It offers new insights into the 
view of workers on how they should acquire 
new skills to meet changes brought about 
by the advent of new technologies. It also 
examines the role of companies and public 
institutions in building new workforce skills.

The survey shows that while workers are 
generally optimistic about their ability to 
acquire new skills, the results reveal a lack 
of systematic evaluation of the potential 
gaps between workers’ current skills and 
those they will need in future. It also reveals 
a disconnect between employees’ willing-
ness to acquire new skills (some 62% of 
employees consider themselves as primar-
ily responsible for acquiring these) and the 
degree to which they will take the initiative 
(59% expect their employer to develop the 
training opportunities). Workers see the 
main obstacles to acquiring new skills as the 
lack of time and the cost of training.

Meanwhile, interviews with executives re-
veal that most companies grasp the impor-
tance of giving their workers opportunities 
to acquire new skills. Yet they are still not 
investing sufficiently and developing long-

term horizons when it comes to skills’ devel-
opment. The challenge is one of incentives: 
companies may be paying to reskill employ-
ees who, as a result of changes later on, 
may not continue working for them. More-
over, it is challenging for companies to take 
decisions in the face of an uncertain future. 
Yet while it may be hard to predict what 
skills will be needed in the years ahead, 
companies cannot afford to make decisions 
only when the trends are clear. Those that 
fail to plan and invest now may find this 
negatively affects their business down the 
road. 

What is needed is a shift in mindset. Com-
panies and workers need to see the acqui-
sition of skills as a means of future-proof-
ing—whether that is their business or their 
employment prospects. They need to 
adopt a more flexible approach, making 
plans to reskill but setting a path that can 
be adapted to changing circumstances. 
Public institutions can help by for example 
establishing individual learning accounts, 
enabling workers to access training as and 
when they need it, continuously throughout 
their careers.

In the future world of work, skills acquisition 
will no longer be a process with an ending. 
Companies will need to reassess constant-
ly the capabilities of their workforce while 
workers will need to regularly upgrade their 
skills to meet advances in technology, new 
ways of working and changes in the de-
mands of the labour market.
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How current and future workers 
will acquire the skill sets needed to 
succeed in the future workforce

This study, from the Adecco Group and the 
Boston Consulting Group, takes a hands-on 
approach using the survey and interview 
results along with proposed solutions to 
explore what the future of skills acquisition 
looks like for workers. Specifically, to what 
extent will individuals be responsible for 
their own skills acquisition? Will companies 
provide them with the right skills? Or will 
public institutions develop a supporting 
structure to help workers and companies 
navigate an uncertain future?

We are particularly interested in investigat-
ing the acquisition of new skills by workers 
whose job is affected by technology trends. 
First, we seek to understand better the way 
workers are acquiring new skills today and 
what they expect their experience to be in 
the future. Second, we investigate the role 
of companies in helping their employees to 
acquire new skills today and in the future. 
Finally, we examine the role institutions 
can play in supporting both companies and 
individuals in preparing themselves for the 
future. 

Views differ on the terminology describing 
the acquisition of new skills. For the purpos-
es of this publication we use ‘upskilling’ to 
describe the augmenting of existing skills 
and ‘reskilling’ to describe the acquisition 
of new skills. However, these terms can be 
used somewhat loosely.

The focus is on white-collar work-
ers in two industries experiencing 
significant disruption (finance/
insurance and consumer/retail) 
and nine (globally-representative) 
countries

Not all industries have experienced the 
same changes and some have undergone 
more significant transformations than oth-
ers. To identify and share emerging good 
practices, this study focuses on two broad 
trailblazing industries that have both un-
dergone significant change in recent years: 
financial services/insurance and consumer 
goods/retail. The former are experiencing 
high levels of automation and digitalization 
in adapting their customer engagement 
models to the changing environment1. This 
includes the digitalization of back office 
processes, straight-through processing 
(electronic transactions not requiring human 
intervention) and online banking, leading to 
challenges to adapt their workforce and find 
the right talent. The latter industries have 
also experienced significant changes result-
ing from the advent of mobile sales, cus-
tomer centricity, automated supermarkets, 
personalization and the emergence of new 
and innovative smaller players.

In these two broad industries, white-collar 
workers (office workers ranging from em-
ployees with no managerial responsibility to 
middle and senior managers) have tended 
to receive less research attention on how 
they are preparing for upcoming job changes. 

THE SCOPE  
OF THIS STUDY

1 BCG, Digital Insurgents, emerging models, and the disruption of CPG and retail, 2017; BCG, To See Where Retail Stores Are  
Heading, Look to China, 2018; BCG, Going Digital: Five Strategies for Corporate Banks, 2018; BCG, The 2018 Insurance Value  
Creators Report: A New Boldness Pays Off, 2018 Page 12 of 99
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Our study looks at nine countries that are 
globally representative (large and small, de-
veloped and developing) and that represent 
key hubs of activity for the industries being 
examined: China, France, India, Italy, Japan, 
Singapore, Switzerland, the UK and the US.

To address the role of all stake-
holders, our research is built on a 
survey and interviews from three 
key perspectives: workers, compa-
nies and public institutions

The acquisition of new skills is often posi-
tioned as one of the ‘must dos’ in adapt-
ing to the advance of technology and the 
growing speed of change in the workplace. 
Yet today much uncertainty surrounds what 
will be required to close future skill gaps. 
We therefore need to explore the barriers 
to acquiring new skills fast enough to match 
the speed of change.

To offer a multifaceted view of the chal-
lenges, our research examines the skills 
challenge through three lenses. To fully 
understand the workers’ perspective, we 
surveyed approximately 4,700 white-col-
lar workers across the two focus industries 
and nine focus countries, and conduct-
ed follow-up interviews with some of the 
respondents. To understand the corporate 
mindset, we conducted a series of inter-
views across the two industries with senior 
executives who have reached different 
levels of maturity in their approaches to 
closing the skills gaps. (In addition, we have 
referenced some interesting examples from 
outside our two industries, given that the 
changes are not limited to our two indus-
tries). Finally, to find out what public insti-
tutions are doing to accelerate new skills 
acquisition and what actions they are prior-
itising, we conducted interviews with gov-
ernments, educational institutions, labour 
and economic organizations and others.

Page 13 of 99
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For workers, the profound impact 
of technological changes on the 
nature (and existence) of their job is 
creating a wide range of concerns

Workers see advances such as artificial 
intelligence (AI), automation or digitalization 
as having a major impact on their current 
and future jobs. Two-thirds of survey re-
spondents see their job changing signifi-
cantly at least every five years because of 
technological advances. Of this group, 10% 
believe the frequency of changes to their 
jobs will make it hard to keep up, expecting 
changes to their jobs to be more frequent 
than every two years, while one quarter 
expect changes in their jobs every two-to-
three years. Differences in the expectations 
of the speed of change are seen between 
the finance and insurance industries (where 
70% anticipate significant change at least 
every five years) and the consumer goods/
retail industries (61%). Unsurprisingly, young-
er people expect faster rates of change than 
their older peers (72% of the 25-34-years-
olds expect their job to change significantly 
at least every five years, versus 58% of the 
54-65-year-olds). Even in Japan, where 
workers are experiencing changes the slow-
est, 42% of respondents see their job chang-
ing significantly at least every five years. We 
also observe a difference between hierar-
chy levels: the more senior the worker, the 
faster the changes experienced (77% of  
the middle management level expect their 
job to change significantly at least every  
five years, versus 53% of unskilled office  
workers).  

In both consumer goods/retail and finance/
insurance a significant minority (one-third) of 
respondents are not confident that they can 
adapt to these changes and are concerned 

(either somewhat or very) about losing their 
job because of technological changes (see 
exhibit 1). Workers in India and Singapore 
are especially concerned (54% are either 
somewhat or very concerned). While work-
ers in Japan are seeing less rapid change, 
they are as worried about losing their job as 
their global peers (25% are either somewhat 
or very concerned).

While there is concern about the impact of 
technological changes on jobs across age 
groups, older age groups are less con-
cerned about losing their job because of 
technological changes than younger age 
groups. The most worried age group are 
25-34-year-olds, with 37% somewhat/very 
concerned, whereas 23% of 55-65-year-olds 
and 3% of those over 65 are somewhat/very 
concerned. This is likely explained by the 
fact that they are coming closer to the age 
of retirement.

But many workers are optimistic 
about their ability to acquire new 
skills

Even if the skills that need to be acquired 
vary depending on the objective for the 
worker (for example, management skills are 
needed to take on responsibility for larger 
teams while technical skills are needed to 
build specific expertise), acquiring new skills 
is seen as important for all career chang-
es, whether through internal moves or by 
changing jobs. Some 71% of respondents 
consider the acquisition of new or up-
grade skills important, while 68% want this 
to acquire a new job in a current field and 
72% believe it is important to be promoted. 
Acquiring new skills is also considered as a 
way to secure a pay raise, to increase busi-

THE WORKER  
PERSPECTIVE
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ness and to boost personal satisfaction— 
a phenomenon seen across our two target 
industries. 

Across countries, too, a significant share 
of respondents has considered acquiring 
new skills: some 87% of respondents have 
considered acquiring new skills in the past 
10 years. (We notice a divergence in Japan 
compared to other focus countries, where 
only 63% of respondents have acquired new 
skills.) When it comes to the consideration 
of skills acquisition, similar divergences be-
tween industries emerge as with the speed 
of change experienced by workers. Slightly 
more workers in the finance and insurance 
industry (89%) have considered the acqui-
sition of new skills in the past 10 years than 
those in the consumer goods/retail indus-
try (84%). Younger age groups consider 
more the acquisition of new skills (95% for 
18-24-year-olds) than older age groups  

(83% of 45-54-year-olds). In addition, the 
higher the hierarchy level, the greater the 
acquisition of new skills (93% acquired new 
skills in middle management versus 74% in 
unskilled office workers).

Not enough is being done to eval-
uate skills gaps or prepare workers 
for the upcoming changes

Today, skills are evaluated through per-
formance reviews (44%), through workers’ 
own research (38%) or through feedback 
from peers (25%). However, the survey re-
sults reveal a lack of systematic evaluation 
of potential gaps between the skills that 
workers now possess and those they would 
need to be fit for the future.In addition, even 
if most workers have acquired some new 
skills in the past 10 years, this appears to be 
limited, with the skills acquired often insuf-

11 10

25

31

23

20
7

25

21

27

Exhibit 1: Workers’ perception of the speed of change and concerns 
about its impact

How quickly are technology trends (e.g., artificial intelligence, automation, digitization)  
changing your job?2

Very quickly, some aspects of my job are in constant flux and it is 
challenging to keep up

Slowly, I expect some aspects of my job to change 1-2 times over 
the course of my career

Quickly, I expect some aspects of my job to change every 2-3 
years for the rest of my career

Somewhat quickly, I expect some aspects of my job to change 
every 5 years for the rest of my career

Not at all, my job will not change long-term

Very concerned

Somewhat unconcerned

Somewhat concerned 

Neutral

Not at all concerned

2 Question asked only to people currently working, therefore excluding the retired, homemaker, student, not employed and other 
respondents, n=4,494

How concerned are you about losing your job because of technological changes  
(e.g., artificial intelligence, automation, digitization)?1

% replying

% replying
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How employees learn today, what 
they hope for in the future and 
what companies and governments 
are planning to develop as part of 
their skills strategies

Employees are generally satisfied by their learning experience, 
with 80% of respondents across the nine focus countries and two 
focus industries rating their experience as somewhat good or very 
good. Most strongly agreed that their learning experience made a 
difference, offered them a new perspective, was a source of moti-
vation and was fun.

To continue having a good learning experience, respondents 
consider hands-on training (34%), easy content access (18%) and 
flexible timing (17%) to be most important. In France, significant 
value is also given to regular updates (22% versus 12% globally) and 
customized offering (17% versus 11% globally)

Workers in different countries focus on different types of skills. 
While the majority of skills acquired are around ways of working3, 
with 64% of respondents globally saying they acquired these types 
of skills, China, India, Italy and Singapore have a strong focus on 
data and analytics (57%, 63% 52% and 42% respectively versus 39% 
as the global average). Switzerland and Japan are lagging behind 
other countries in the acquisition of digital skills (19% and 18% re-
spectively versus 39% globally).

Overall, the younger the population, the more likely that the 
skills acquired during significant skilling are digital skills, with 
56% of 25-34-year-olds having acquired digital skills while 40% 
of 45-54-year-olds have. On the contrary, the older the gener-
ation, the more ways-of-working skills acquired, with 66% of 
25-34-year-olds having acquired ways-of-working skills while 78% 
of 45-54-year-olds have.

Today, more than 50% of the acquisition of new skills is 
organised by companies and government. Universities and pro-
fessional associations do not play a large role in the acquisition 
of new skills (only 5% and 9% of respondents respectively have 
experienced sessions organised by universities and professional 
associations).

Overall, the expectation for companies and institutions is that 
learning will become increasingly based on data and technology as 
a means of offering personalized training. For example, the govern-
ment of Singapore is looking into the development of voice- 
activated devices that will provide career and skills development 
advice. And in order to adapt and personalize its offering, ING is 
planning on using IBM Watson to analyse the training that is most 
requested.

3 For example: management, computer literacy, self-management, team working,  
project management tool, collaboration tool, agile
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ficiently different from existing skills. While 
three-quarters of respondents have ac-
quired new job-related skills in the past 10 
years, only 13% spent the equivalent of three 
days or more in training and only slightly 
more than half (54%) acquired skills some-
what or entirely different from their previous 
skill set. This means only a tenth of respond-
ents have undertaken what we classify as 
‘significant skilling’ (that is, acquiring skills 
that are somewhat or entirely different and 
undertaking at least three days of training).

While the level of significant skilling expe-
rience is lower in the US, China, France and 
Japan (5%, 6%, 7% and 8% respectively), the 
share is higher in India and Italy with 19% 
and 22% of respondents respectively having 
undertaken significant skilling. This differ-
ence could be due to respondents in India 
and Italy experiencing faster change than in 
most other countries in the survey and/or to 
the recent introduction of government pro-
grammes to develop the skills needed at a 
country level. For example in India, which is 
concerned about outsourced jobs becoming 
automated, the government’s Skill India pro-
gramme, set up in 2015, aims to train more 
than 400 million people in different sectors 
by 2022 and focuses on younger age groups 
(the focus of our Indian sample). More re-
cently, a commitment was made to achieve 

mutual recognition of UK and Indian qualifica-
tions and to facilitate exchanges for students 
to experience other learning methods.

Employees are not taking own-
ership of their skills–a particular 
concern for employees who need 
to transition to new roles

The survey reveals a disconnect between 
employees’ perceived responsibility for 
acquiring new skills and the degree to which 
they act on that responsibility. Some 62% of 
employees consider themselves as primar-
ily responsible for acquiring the right skill 
set. In addition, 48% would like their com-
panies to run the sessions while 28% expect 
to take on the training themselves through, 
for example, self-service content. There are 
interesting country differences here: 78% 
and 72% of employees in the US and UK 
respectively see themselves as primarily 
responsible, compared to 58%, 53%, 51% and 
50% in France, Italy, India and China, where 
employers or universities are expected to 
take more responsibility. (See appendix for 
more details).

In even larger numbers, older people see 
their company as responsible. Among 
45-54-year-olds, 62% consider their em-

Exhibit 2: Difference in responsibilities for re/upskilling between 
skill set, developing opportunities and running the sessions

62
22

6
6

4
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59

47

22 22

14

0
0
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20

30
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50

46

37

28
25

12

1

Who is the most responsible 
for your acquisition of new 
skills?4

Who should be responsible to 
develop training opportunities?4 
(Multiple selection)

Who should be responsible 
to run the training sessions?4  
(Multiple selection) 

% of respondents who said yes % of respondents who said yes% of respondents who said yes

Myself

Governments

Companies

Universities

Public institutions

My employer/company

Online course provider

Myself (i.e. look for interesting training 
independently)

Specialized reskilling provider

Government institution

My employer/company

Online course provider

Specialized skilling provider

Myself (i.e. self-service content)

Government institution

Other
Other

4 Sample size: all respondents Page 17 of 99
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ployer responsible for reskilling and 48% 
see themselves as responsible. This com-
pares with 48% and 47% respectively of 
18-24-year-olds. Younger age groups have 
higher expectations of government, with 
22% of 18-24-year-olds seeing government 
institutions as responsible for providing 
opportunities to acquire new skills, while of 
45-54-year-olds, only 11% held this opinion
(see exhibit 2).

Today, employees expect support from 
their company in acquiring new skills, with 
77% stating that the training policies of an 
employer influence their choice when taking 
a new job. Younger age groups feel this 
even more strongly. Interviews with work-
ers and the institutions related to workers 
support these findings, suggesting that 
even if workers are increasingly aware of 
the importance of skills acquisition, only a 
few have changed their learning mindset: 
most do not yet consider it part of their job 
to keep up with the changes and to ensure 
that they have the right skills.

Workers see the main obstacles to 
acquiring new skills as the lack of 
time and the cost of training

Even if workers understand the importance 
of working on their skills and are willing to 
acquire new skills, a number of hurdles pre-
vent some from doing so. In the survey, half 

of the respondents who did not acquire new 
skills had considered the acquisition of new 
skills, but were unable to overcome the hur-
dles to acquiring them. Of respondents who 
considered acquiring new skills but had not 
taken action, the primary reasons cited were 
lack of time (34%) and training costs (24%). In 
finance/insurance, time is the primary barri-
er (37% time and 21% cost) while in consum-
er goods/retail, time and cost were equally 
important (31% time and 27% cost). There is 
also a difference between seniority levels, 
with time a bigger obstacle for more senior 
levels (36% for middle management versus 
27% of unskilled office workers), while cost 
is more important for more junior workers 
(32% of unskilled office workers versus 13% 
of middle management) (see exhibit 3).

Differences across countries could be ex-
plained by varying attitudes to skills acqui-
sition between governments and individ-
uals. This might be, for example, the level 
of financial or information support given to 
workers, the level of experience with adult 
learning and the cultural mindset of workers. 
Respondents who did not consider acquiring 
new skills tended to see no major change in 
their job profile (39% of respondents), were 
satisfied by their current skill set (25%) or felt 
safe in their job (24%), with similar results 
across the two focus industries.

Exhibit 3: Time and cost of studies are the main reasons not to  
undertake re/upskilling

What was the main reason for not acquiring new skills?5

Time commitment

Lack of available training

Cost of studies

Scheduling challenge

Fear of not being successful

8
34

11

24

14

3 6

5 Question only asked to respondents who have not reskilled but who considered it, n=573

Unattractive study format

Other

% replying
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How independent workers 
learn today

 
Independent professionals see less rapid changes 
ahead (58% expect significant changes to their job at 
least every five years compared with 67% for part and 
full-time employees) and are less concerned than 
corporate employees about losing their jobs because 
of the technical changes (27% are somewhat or very 
concerned compared to 32% for part and full-time 
employees).

Independent professionals have a more proactive 
approach to developing their skills, with 74% consider-
ing themselves primarily responsible for acquiring new 
skills and 63% expecting to be responsible for devel-
oping their own learning opportunities. The preferred 
format for the acquisition of new skills is self-service 
training (66% versus 33% for part- and full-time em-
ployees) enabling them to be more flexible and to 
learn while on the job.
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THE COMPANY 
PERSPECTIVE

Most companies (within the indus-
try/country scope) understand the 
importance of giving their workers 
opportunities to acquire new skills

Companies are in no doubt that, to keep up 
with current and future changes, having the 
right skills is critical. As interviews confirm, 
they regularly make assessments of which 
skills will be most important in the future 
and decide how to bridge potential gaps in 
employees’ skill sets. 

Most companies see themselves as playing 
a role in helping their employees to acquire 
the right skills. First, they help employees 
identify skills that will best support the com-
pany’s long-term objectives and the level 
of advancement in these skills that will be 
required. To do this, companies often define 
target skills based on their business strate-
gy, in three main categories: the skills need-
ed as a foundation, those needed to catch 
up with competitors and those that will give 
them competitive advantage. 

Once these target skills are defined, they sup-
port their employees in setting the required 
level for each of the skills, based on their job 
profile (however, most often there is no inte-
grated process of mapping the skill needs).

Second, most companies believe they 
should provide their employees with the 
necessary support both to increase their 
awareness of the upcoming changes in 
their work and to help them acquire the 
skills needed to meet these changes. This 
is usually done through, for example, the 
sharing of written materials or videos, pro-
viding gamified learning, use of electronic or 
mobile technologies or organising working 
sessions or job experiences. 

But the vast majority of compa-
nies only see their responsibility as 
being to give their own employees 
the right skills, and only if this does 
not involve too much effort or cost

Our research reveals an increasingly im-
portant debate among companies about 
their social obligation to reskill employees 
and to future-proof those that, as a result of 
future changes, may not be able to continue 
working at the company. Few companies 
are yet taking this path and most are focus-
ing their efforts on ensuring that they have 
the right skills mix internally to meet today’s 
challenges. However, they are increasingly 
aware of the importance of facilitating the 
transition to new job roles for employees 
they may have to let go. Interest is therefore 
increasing in training programs that give 
employees a certification. For example, EY 
gives ‘badges’ to employees, certificating 
their digital credentials, which they expect 
can be used to differentiate themselves 
across the wider labour market. Similarly, 
the Amazon Career Choice programme 
offers certified training to employees with 
more than three years’ experience in any 
field of interest for their career development 
inside and outside Amazon.

Before considering how to close skills gaps 
internally, companies first evaluate whether 
the skills are sufficiently important to invest 
in developing them internally or if they can 
outsource tasks that require certain skills. 
Only if skills are important enough will they 
consider bringing those skills in through 
recruitment or developing them internally.

Today, companies find it difficult to make 
the right decisions on which of these 
two approaches to use to close the skills 
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gaps. Leadership teams tend to think of a 
12-month horizon in terms of the impact on 
their workforce and return on investment. 
However, developing the skills that compa-
nies need usually requires a projection over 
a three-to-five-year time horizon. This short-
term perspective means the acquisition of 
new skills through training is often seen as 
too costly, given the uncertain or long-term 
returns (employees might leave or skill 
needs might evolve), and so most choose 
the recruiting option. 

Therefore today, companies spend a signif-
icant amount of money on hiring candidates 
with profiles that meet their skill needs. For 
example in the US, ARK Invest, an invest-
ment management company, estimates that 
an average of $240 billion a year6 is spent 
on recruiting the right people. This spending 
includes the use of external recruiting plat-
forms, the internal costs of assessing poten-
tial candidates and the costs of on-boarding 
new employees.

Nevertheless, soon to be published analysis 
of recruiting costs across reskilling clients 
from General Assembly, a professional train-
ing provider, has shown that if companies 
decide to reskill and redeploy employees 
instead of laying off and rehiring, they could 
save up to $136,000 per person. This takes 
into account direct costs such as severance 
costs, recruitment, training and relocation 
costs and indirect costs such as ‘on-board-
ing’, employee retention, severance and 
hiring costs.

Even if the business case to grow skills 
internally has been made, many companies 
encounter an additional challenge: identify-
ing the right candidates to reskill. This often 
means they limit their selection of individu-
als to those whose skills already closely fit 
the target profile and who work in the same 
part of the organization (geographically 
and/or in the same topic area). 

According to General Assembly experience, 
companies generally look for an overlap of 
approximately 80% between the current and 
the target skill set of upskilling. This means, 
for example, that most companies would 
not consider an employee with a human 
resources profile if they need to build AI 
skills. Examples beyond this are few and far 
between (Capital One is investing in six-
month trainings through its developer acad-

emy where it trains young graduate with no 
technical background to become front end 
developers).

In addition, most companies do not leverage 
their scale to find the right candidates. From 
our research, it seems that most companies 
look for candidates in the same area of the 
organization or at a country level. This could 
be explained by a lack of clear understand-
ing of the skills they have at a global level. 
By contrast, some companies do use their 
scale to ensure they find the right talents to 
reskill. For example, Boeing looked across 
the organization to identify employees from 
different teams to be reskilled to become 
user experience designers and to create an 
innovation platform team.

When struggling to find talent to fill a 
position, some companies are looking into 
acqui-hiring: the buyout of a company to 
recruit expertise, and which has, according 
to a recent study by BCG and the interna-
tional recruitment company The Network7, 
become more common when looking for 
digital talent. Some other companies have 
started to train the individuals they hire to fit 
their needs. For example, Adobe’s Digital 

Case study: BNP  
Paribas Cardif

BNP Paribas Cardif is going through 

a large reskilling programme with the 

aim for 10% of their workforce to ac-

quire new skills by 2022. They are not 

concerned about finding the right can-

didates to acquire the target skills be-

cause when looking for the right candi-

dates they consider all the employees 

at a global level in their organization. 

During our interview, they mentioned 

that their “worldwide pool of employ-

ees is large enough and showed, dur-

ing the pilot phase they are in, encour-

aging enthusiasm to be reskilled. Thus, 

they are positive to find the right pro-

file to learn the required skills.

6 Korus, S. (2015, November 12), The Steep Cost of Labor Market Friction: $630 Billion, Retrieved from https://ark-invest.com/research/
labor-market-friction
7 BCG and The Network Decoding global talent 2018
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Academy exists to recruit talent directly 
from diverse backgrounds and teach them 
the skills they need for their future job.

Companies still have work to do 
in developing their overall skill  
strategy

While awareness of the need to fill skills 
gaps is growing, most companies are 
reacting to the changes as they occur rather 
than taking a long-term approach or being 
more strategic in their thinking. External 
factors such as the pace of technological 
change, regulatory developments, and rapid 
economic cycles might combine to create a 
stronger call for action. 

This means companies need to set a long-
term time horizon for their overall skills 
development strategy. However, many 
companies are struggling with this. While 
most are thinking of a 12-month horizon, 
developing a skill strategy that is fit for the 
future means projecting across a three- to 
five-year horizon. It is also critical for com-
panies to focus on the target skills that are 
appropriate to their overall strategy and 
business model, whether that means prior-
itizing top down, management level skills, or 
bottom up skills, including those needed by 
workers on the shop floor.

One approach is strategic workforce plan-
ning, which is more proactive and tries to 
predict the skills that will be needed in 
the future. This involves making a detailed 
assessment of current skills and capabilities 
based on the overall business strategy, and 
developing a plan for the development of 
skills over a long-term horizon. For exam-
ple, DXC, a technology company, formed a 
Technology Transformation Team to identify 
the technology skills of the future. From the 
analysis of both internal and external data 
(such as labour markets, their investment 
portfolio and their skills inventory system), 
the company developed learning guides 
tailored to different experience levels, from 
beginners to those with advanced knowl-
edge and skills.

Perhaps most challenging of all, compa-
nies need be prepared to act in the face of 
an uncertain future. While it may be hard 
to predict what skills will be needed in the 
years ahead, companies cannot afford to 

make decisions only when the trends are 
clear. Holding back on planning and invest-
ment because it is too difficult to predict 
the future leads to paralysis, which could 
negatively affect the business.

One way of tackling this paralysis is by 
becoming more flexible and not setting out 
to define a rigid or granular skills plan. This 
allows the design and execution of training 
plans and objectives to react to changes as 
they materialise. Another approach is to set 
an objective for a certain percentage of the 
workforce to have acquired new skills over 
a set time frame but without specifying the 
skills types. Based on the overall strategy 
of the company, this might mean offering 
a menu of skills, which can be adapted as 
needs evolve, while adjusting the volume 

Case study: ING

ING, the bank, developed a detailed 
plan of its ‘capability’ needs for the 
upcoming five years. (These capabil-
ities could be further broken down 
into knowledge, skills and behaviours.) 
Starting from its global strategy, ING 
determined the capabilities needed 
across three categories:

 – Distinctive capabilities: those  
that differentiate ING from its  
competitors

 – Competitive capabilities: those that 
need to be at least at the same 
level as those of competitors 

 – Foundational capabilities: those 
needed at a minimum in order to 
reach its objectives

Once the capabilities were identified, 
ING create a detailed plan of when 
they would be needed and what level 
of expertise would be required in each 
to match the different job profiles in 
the organization. With all these infor-
mation pieces, it created a detailed 
plan to acquire the identified skills, 
leveraging both hiring and developing 
the capabilities in-house.
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of skills training according to demand. For 
example Wipro, an India-based service 
company, has set an objective of preparing 
its workforce for the upcoming changes 
in customer service, without establishing 
detailed learning paths. Employees can 
choose which skills they want to acquire 
from the available learning modules.

Companies do not have to adopt one strate-
gy or another. Both workforce planning and 
a more flexible approach can be used si-
multaneously. For example, it is possible to 
take different approaches in different parts 
of the organization or with different types of 
skills.

Companies must define the skills 
employees need to acquire and 
identify individuals who should be 
learning these skills

Most companies do not know what roles will 
be needed in the future but they understand 
the overall capabilities that will be crucial 
to success. These include both the hard 
skills needed in the digital economy (such 
as capabilities in user experience design, 
data analysis, and AI) and soft skills (such as 
communications and negotiations abilities), 
as well as the skills needed for new ways of 
working (such as agile, lean, and lean start-
up methodologies). Across our industries, 
all these are expected to be in increasing 
demand in the upcoming years.

Once companies have defined the skills 
they want in their organization, they need to 
look for candidates who can acquire those 
skills. This requires candidates to have both 
the right starting skill set and the right 
learning mindset. Therefore, companies 
need to increasingly consider candidates 
aptitude to learn new skills and look for an 
‘agile mentality’ during their hiring process.

Companies are using a number of best 
practices to identify the right candidates.
One approach is to use comprehensive skill 
assessment tests to determine in detail  
the starting skill set of their employees.  
This enables them to evaluate the skills of 
their employees beyond the information col-
lected in CVs, job profiles, and performance 
reviews, in order to find a better training 
candidate. Another type of skills assessment 
is that used by Unilever: instead of tradition-

al face-to-face recruiting discussions, the 
company assesses candidates’ skills by ask-
ing them to play 12 neuroscience-based 
games and to take behavioural tests. 

L’Oreal is an example of a company that 
uses an assessment of digital marketing 
skills. This assessment model has been 
used by more than 100 companies to 
evaluate the abilities of more than 25,000 
marketing professionals, as well as by 
thousands of applicants pursuing employ-
ment opportunities. The data collected 
through the assessment is then used to 
guide priorities in training, to provide individ-
ual learning paths for training and to meas-
ure improvements post-training.  

Some companies use existing data and 
advanced analytics to determine the skills 
available in their organization. Based on data 
from employees’ background, performance, 
CV, and job description, they apply natural 
language processing to the documents to 
identify mentions of the targeted skills and 
to determine how many of these skills they 
currently have in the organization. This 
enables them to take a more holistic ap-
proach to the availability of skills, particular-
ly if they are scattered across the organiza-
tion. For example, ING harnesses data to 
understand what individuals can already do, 
versus what they need to learn.

To ensure that employees participating in 
training are sufficiently engaged, some 
companies require their employees to apply 
for the training, asking them to describe their 
motivations for learning this new skill set and 
how they see its application in their job. 
Others require future trainees to undertake 
some pre-training work as part of the selec-
tion process. For example, the MiSK Founda-
tion, which provides training to Saudi nation-
als, was finding that many of their applicants 
had only applied because it was free of 
charge. By asking the training candidate to 
undergo some short exercises, it was able to 
assess both motivation and capabilities.

Companies are innovating in the 
way they support employees as 
they learn

Companies are experimenting with different 
forms of training support for employees, 
both in terms of formats and of cultural 
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environment. These range from use of 
technologies such as artificial intelligence  
to introducing new learning modes and new 
performance rewards, and new forms of 
flexible working to accommodate training 
time.

Artificial intelligence is being used to cus-
tomise learning, with several companies 
transforming their training offerings by mov-
ing from traditional curriculums to a more 
self-paced, user-centric and digital training 
offering. Based on the skill gaps they have 
identified and information collected on the 
content watched by users and their peers, 
some companies use artificial intelligence 
algorithms to create training recommen-
dations that match the user’s needs. The 
data collected is also used to analyse how 
and what training is being taken up and to 
improve the overall offering continuously. 
For example, Edcast, a centralised learning 
platform, is compiling companies’ learning 
content across a number of different chan-
nels and knowledge experts. Using an artifi-
cial intelligence-based targeting engine, the 
teams receive continuous learning recom-
mendations that correspond to their needs.

Companies are also using a variety of new 
learning formats that are increasingly digital 
and employee-centric to improve the 
learning experience. For example, Walmart 
uses games to distil safety information and 
virtual reality to train its employees in 
preparation for black Friday in the US (the 
day after Thanksgiving that is considered 
the start of the holiday shopping season). 
However, even if learning increasingly takes 
place online, most companies are still using 
in-person interactions that add specific 
value to training. For example, L’Oréal uses 
a variety of formats to offer a more flexible 
and interactive learning experience. These 
include study trips, immersions in start-ups, 
practical workshops, and reverse mentoring, 
in which older executives are paired with 
younger employees. 

Companies are also leveraging job rotation 
and secondments to immerse their employ-
ees in a new environment in order for them 
to learn new skills. This can be done both 
internally between different functions or 
geographic location and between different 
companies. For example, over the last ten 
years, P&G and Google have created an 
employee exchange programme between 

their two organizations to foster innovation 
and the development of digital talent. It was 
also intended as a way of opening up their 
corporate cultures to new ideas in general.

To encourage people to learn new skills, 
companies need to create a culture of re-
warding those who are proactively develop-
ing their skills set. Some are using financial 
incentives, for example, and adapting their 
bonus structures so that they reward the 
acquisition of new skills and the building of 
expertise. Others are adapting their career 
development paths, including requiring 
employees to develop one area of expertise 
in order to get promoted. This is the case at 
Wipro, where employees receive points for 
the skills they learn. This creates a compet-
itive mindset when it comes to acquiring 
skills and is linked to career progression.

Today, most companies are offering training 
in parallel to work in a continuous learning 
approach. But while this reduces business 
interruption, employees often find it chal-
lenging to find the time at work for training. 
One approach is to introduce two-level 
training. This involves longer, more inten-
sive courses for people who will use their 
skills as part of their daily work and shorter, 
one-week courses for those who simply 
need to understand a skill to that they can 
improve the way they interact with experts. 
To facilitate both models, a modular training 
approach with different levels and formats is 
needed.

To ensure that training candidates have the 
necessary free time to attend training, some 
companies are making whole training days 
a mandatory part of the job. For example, at 
Unilever employees are given a set num-
ber of days per year to upgrade their skills 
through mandatory training. Managers have 
also a key role prioritizing skills acquisition, 
giving employees a stronger incentive to 
spend time in training. 

Disparities exist between small/
medium size enterprises (SMEs) 
and large enterprises in the ability 
to offer employees the opportunity 
to reskill 

According to the OECD8, a very significant 
gap exists between what small and medium 
companies offer their employees and that 

8 OECD, Skills Development and Training in SMEs, 2013 Page 26 of 99
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offered at large companies. This research 
showed that (across OECD countries), small 
and medium companies offer half as much 
training as large firms. 

Two factors could explain this disparity. 
While large companies often have stronger 
internal training capabilities, a broader peo-
ple strategy and can afford to invest some 
of their employees’ time in learning new 
skills, SMEs find it hard to define the skills 
they need, to spread the financial cost, and 
to free up time from their employees’ day-
to-day work for training. 

While making a short-term assessment of 
skill needs is a more frequent practice in 
large companies than in SMEs, both com-
pany types struggle to think about training 
beyond a two- to five-year time horizon.

Even with additional financial incentives put 
in place (usually from government), only 
a limited share of SMEs take advantage of 
them because they are unable to free up 
their employees’ time. The time factor also 
makes it hard to plan large transformation 
programmes that would see a significant 
share of the workforce undergoing training. 
And unlike large corporations, SMEs lack 
the financial resources and scale needed to 
develop their own learning centres or learn-
ing platforms. 

Larger companies are able to do this. For 
example, Capital One, the financial services 
provider, has created an in-house developer 
academy to build the skills it needs. In order 
to create the scale necessary some SMEs 
join forces to develop training aggregators 
in a similar manner than shared back office 
services. In France, with the support of the 
French Textile and Clothing Institute, SMEs 
from the textile industry joined forces to 
define the needs of the future and develop 
the workers’ skill sets.    

In some places, government support pro-
grammes have been set up to address the 
financial, human resources, and capability 
challenges SMEs experience. Companies 
can also share training costs with others. In 
the UK, small groups of firms in the same 
industry and geographical area have formed 
training organizations through which to 
collaborate to increase their training capa-
bilities. For example the Southampton 
Engineering Training Association (SETA) was 

created to train engineering apprentice for 
the local industry needs but provides now 
training courses for adults. And in South 
Korea, the government developed the SME 
Training Consortiums Programme which 
encourages SME to group together and 
through which they provide SMEs with 
financial support to hire training managers.

Even so, the pressure to achieve faster 
results at large companies can lead to 
short-term decisions and lower levels of 
investment in people. By contrast, leaders  
at small companies are often closer to their 
workforce and feel more responsible for 
giving their workers the right skills. 
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Public institutions have a role to 
play in supporting companies (par-
ticularly smaller ones) in providing 
skills to their employees 

To address the gap between large and 
smaller companies’ ability to manage work-
force skills, public institutions can provide 
different forms of support. This includes 
providing tools to assess skills needs, 
helping smaller companies to form industry 
clusters to benefit from economies of scale, 
and acting as a platform for knowledge 
sharing and collaboration. 

In assessing skills needs, public institutions 
have a role to play in gathering data on the 
labour market and mapping skills gaps. 
The OECD does this through its Survey of 
Adult Skills (PIAAC), which assesses the key 
cognitive and workplace skills needed for 
individuals to participate in society and for 
economies to prosper at a country level. 
And in Spain, a programme has been devel-
oped in to help SMEs assess their training 
needs.

Even with different industry environments 
(caused by different objectives and regula-
tion for instance) there are many instances 
of less than optimal cross-industry collab-
oration. Public institutions can also act as a 
neutral point of contact and liaison between 
companies and industries.

Education institutions also have a key role to 
play in providing skills both before and after 
workers’ entry in the labour force. To pro-
vide training opportunities that match
companies’ needs, partnership between 
education institutions and the private sector 
is paramount. For example, in Singapore, 
universities are partnering with companies 

to define and develop the training pro-
grammes. Alibaba Group and the Nanyang 
Technological University created a joint re-
search institute bringing together research-
ers to look at how artificial intelligence can 
improve the service delivery, which led to 
building of capabilities and development of 
training programs.

However, even when they have put incen-
tive structures in place, public sector institu-
tions need to help SMEs that cannot afford 
to lose a worker, often for even a few days’ 
training. In Denmark, through the ‘job rota-
tion’ programme, companies receive a pub-
lic subsidy in order to hire a replacement 
worker while the incumbent is receiving 
training. The company receives the subsidy 
only if the replacement worker is unem-
ployed or a recipient of social assistance. In 
2013, more that 10,000 unemployed people 
were able to gain work experience through 
“jobrotation”9. The programme benefits both 
the company, which can afford to train an 
employee, and the unemployed person, 
who can learn new skills by executing a  
new set of tasks. 

Public institutions can support 
workers who have exited or are 
about to exit the formal employ-
ment labour force

To support those not employed formally—
who tend to receive less support in acquir-
ing new skills—public institutions can help 
workers to understand both why they need 
to acquire new skills and what skills they 
need to acquire. This encourages workers 
to be more proactive in acquiring new skills 
and helps to reduce the gap between em-
ployees already receiving this type of sup-

THE PUBLIC INSTITUTION 
PERSPECTIVE

9 Centre for Policy on Ageing, Foresight Future of an Ageing Population - International Case Studies, 2016 Page 28 of 99
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port from their companies and people who 
have exited the workforce or independent 
workers, and so are not receiving support 
through an employer. 

First, by sharing labour market insights and 
explaining what jobs trends might mean 
for workers, public institutions can increase 
awareness of labour market trends and of 
the need for workers to acquire new skills. 
Second, they can provide skills assessments 
and career guidance. Finally, they can guide 
workers in finding the right training pro-
viders and can act as a guarantee for the 
quality of their courses. 

Governments and NGOs have created 
platforms through which to share what they 
have learned from their data skills needs. 
One example is New Zealand’s platform 
Skills, on which industry knowledge and 
trends is shared through infographics. 
However, these platforms can be difficult to 
navigate and are only effective if people are 
aware of their existence and of the need to 
upgrade their skills. To address this, Bel-
gium and the Netherlands send some peo-
ple career guidance vouchers giving them a 
session with an expert on upcoming trends, 
how they need to adapt and the opportuni-
ties available to them. 

Specific institutions have an im-
portant role in protecting workers’ 
interests during changes in the na-
ture of work and skills acquisition

In a disruptive environment, certain institu-
tions can ensure that access to skills acqui-
sition is equitable. Here, trade unions have a 
key role to play as the advocates of em-
ployees, including freelancer workers and 
in promoting training standards. In the UK, 
Unionlearn—the learning and skills organ-
ization of the Trades Unions Congress (the 
umbrella body for trades unions in England 
and Wales)—promotes learning, provides 
support for workers in accessing learning 
and works to improve the quality of learning 
opportunities.

Unions also have a role in ensuring that 
all workers across all levels are given the 
opportunity to acquire new skills. Often, it is 
the most skilled workers who have the best 
training opportunities, widening the gap 

between lower skilled and the higher skilled 
workers. Finally, unions act as intermediar-
ies between the private and public sectors, 
especially in areas such as skilling.

Public institutions can help reduce 
inequalities between workers and 
provide a framework for the pro-
motion of new skills acquisition 

As well as reducing inequalities between 
workers of different levels, public institu-
tions can ensure under-represented groups 
of society have equal access to training by 
creating a ‘right to learn’ or by establishing 
a minimum numbers of hours that must be 
spent in training. Several governments have 
created a regulatory environment that will 
make learning a fundamental right. For ex-
ample, in France all workers have a personal 
learning account giving them up to 24 hours 
of training per year to use on training that 
they choose from among a list of approved 
courses. Originally created for full-time 
employees, access to these accounts has 
been extended to all workers. In Singapore, 
the government’s SkillsFuture Credit pro-
gramme10 gives all citizens over the age of 
25 regular subsidies to use for training. 

However, the challenge for governments 
is how to finance such programmes and 
whether employees receive compensation 
for time spent in training. When it comes to 
funding, individual learning accounts are 
one solution since they provide a source 
of income to cover costs related to training 
through contributions from states, compa-
nies or individuals. Another solution is the 
development of models such as the Adecco 
Group ‘bench model’, which is based on 
income sharing. The Group hires individu-
als, pays for their living costs and for their 
three-month training staffs individuals out to 
Adecco clients or institutions. In return, the 
individuals commit to work for in this pro-
gramme for at least two years. 

While many see potential in establishing a 
‘right to learn’, the challenge will be engag-
ing all stakeholders (companies, institutions 
and governments) in creating systems that 
support this.

10 Skills future (2018.11.01) Retrieved from: http://www.skillsfuture.sg/Credit Page 29 of 99
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CONCLUSION  

Across sectors, the right incentives 
need to be in place to create op-
portunities for access to the right 
amount and type of skills acquisition

While workers, companies and public 
institutions have developed many effective 
skills acquisition methods, the challenge 
remains ensuring that incentives are in place 
to deliver the right amount and type of 
training. This is particularly difficult for 
companies since they may be paying for the 
training of workers who will leave before the 
company can realise the benefits of this 
re-skilling/upskilling. To optimise skill 
acquisition, therefore, more effective co- 
operation is needed between each of 
society’s stakeholders and the right incen-
tives must be created, whether financial (to 
help internalize the externalities that skill 
acquisition grants workers) and/or non- 
financial.

Public institutions can fill the gaps by 
supporting the skills acquisition of SMEs  
or self-employed workers. Incentives can 
create a continuous learning mindset but  
for this mindset to become established, 
individuals need to have the right support  
in knowing what skills they need and where 
they can acquire them.

The final section is designed to offer some 
concrete ideas on how best to encourage 
the right incentives.
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1. UNDERSTAND THE URGENCY AND 
DARE TO TAKE ACTION

 – Move from awareness to urgency: Consist-
ently across our research, we find that 
at a worker, company and industry level, 
the urgency to act is still limited, even if 
awareness is increasing.

 – Act despite the absence of standards: The 
fact that there is no ‘gold standard’ for re-
skilling does not mean companies should 
do nothing. In fact, they need to deliber-
ately develop a portfolio of changes that 
require new skills, and experiment with 
forms of training.

 – Do not become paralysed by uncertainty: 
If a company has a high-level strategic 
direction but is unable to identify skills 
gaps, it can still move forward by giving 
greater responsibility for business units 
and employees to manage some of the 
curriculum.

 – Go beyond small skill improvements: To 
build their target skill set, companies 
should think more broadly about poten-
tial training candidates and provide more 
support to those in need of significant 
skilling. 

2. ENABLE WORKERS TO TAKE ACTION 

 – Awake a sense of responsibility in work-
ers: All workers should be responsible 
for acquiring new skills at all ages and 
stages in their career and should turn this 
responsibility into concrete action.

 – Free up time for training: Significant 
differences exist between the needs of 

certain types of workers. For employees, 
the buy-in of leadership is critical to en-
sure there is momentum behind training 
plans and that time is freed up from work 
to spend on learning. For independent 
workers, financial and other support 
structures will be needed so that they 
free up time for training.

 – Support decisions on the skills to acquire: 
Companies should give workers guid-
ance so that they can understand what 
skills will be needed in the future, both 
from a company perspective and for the 
overall industry and labour force. 

 – Offer training options: Workers require 
support in knowing where to acquire the 
required skills but also in terms of deter-
mining the quality of the training (particu-
larly for self-employed workers).

 – Incentivise financially: To overcome the 
cost barrier to acquiring new skills, finan-
cial incentives such as tax reduction, tax 
free training benefits, training grants or 
paid training leave could be used. Port-
able individual learning accounts, similar 
to a bank account, that can be used to 
buy training, can support individuals on 
their skill acquisition journey. They re-
duce the cost hurdle, give workers more 
control over their training and often come 
with guidance on the skills to acquire and 
the training offering.

3. SUPPORT COMPANIES IN THEIR SKILL-
ING APPROACH

 – Incentivise increased spending: Tax incen-
tives can be used to promote corporate 
spending on training. For example, The 

GUIDANCE & POLICY 
RECOMMENDATIONS  
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Aspen Institute has proposed a Worker 
Training Tax Credit11 whose value would 
be 20% of the difference between an 
employer’s current year spending on 
qualified training expenditure and an 
established base expenditure level, and 
would cover employer-provided training 
leading to an industry-recognised cre-
dential. Meanwhile, legislation introduced 
by two US senators12 aims to incentivise 
apprenticeships through the creation of a 
$5,000 tax credit for companies that hire 
workers enrolled in apprenticeship pro-
grammes. Another possible lever is the 
creation of new accounting models that 
would consider training as an investment, 
rather than as an expense.

 – Create a long-term vision for return on 
investment: Providing the workforce with 
the right skills should be considered as a 
long-term investment, particularly since 
the cost of developing the workforce is 
often lower than the cost of talent ac-
quisition (through poaching, bonus and 
severance payments and hiring costs).

 – Open up work-based training solutions: 
By offering apprenticeships, companies, 
together with learning institutions, can 
develop a workforce through both on-
the-job learning experiences and regular 
acquisition of new skills. Companies can 
also bring advanced (university-style) 
training opportunities to the workplace. 
For example, the Amazon Career Choice 
programme is offered through on-cam-
pus training sessions. 

 – Adopt skills-based hiring: Using skills 
assessments—rather than proxies such 
as college degrees or social networks—
to identify high-potential job candidates 
can make the process more open and 
equitable as it is based on a common 
assessment for all candidates. In the UK, 
EY made the shift to skills-based hiring 
following an internal audit that found 
limited correlation between academic 
credentials and workplace performance. 

 – Build a learning culture: To enable the 
organization to invest the time and re-
sources for everyone in the organization 
to learn new skills, learning should be 
considered as part of a job requirement 
both for employees and at a leadership 
level.

4. TRANSFORM THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE

 – Offer a personalized experience: Artificial 
intelligence can be used to offer work-
ers a personalized training experience 
that is linked to their specific job and the 
demand for new skills. By analysing the 
content users watched and using infor-
mation on the skills they need to acquire 
for their current job profile, algorithms 
can determine the most relevant content 
for each user. 

 – Increase willingness to learn through 
engaging formats: Applications, gamifica-
tion, virtual reality and augmented reality 
are a means of attracting the attention of 
training participants. 

 – Lower time constraint barriers: By mak-
ing training more flexible, and modular 
through micro-learning and e-learning, it 
will be easier for employees to find the 
time for training

5. PROMOTE COLLABORATION BETWEEN 
DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS

 – Incentivise collaboration: Strong potential 
exists in collaboration between corpo-
rations, governments, education institu-
tions, skills institutions, unions and others. 
These groups have different perspectives 
and can accelerate initiatives by working 
together through employee exchange 
programmes and sharing knowledge and 
resources in developing tailored curricu-
la). For example, the Global Apprentice-
ship Network (GAN)—a coalition between 
companies, international organizations 
and federations—aims to support young 
people entering the labour market and 
acquiring the skills they need.  

11 Fitzpayne A. and Pollack E., Worker training tax credit: Promoting employer investments in the workforce, 2017
12 Apprenticeship and Jobs Training Act of 2014, U.S. Senators Susan Collins and Maria Cantwell Page 33 of 99
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The Adecco Group and BCG conducted 
a survey in summer 2018. Approximately 
4,700 workers answered the online survey, 
conducted through a research agency. The 
population covered white-collar workers, 
defined as those with responsibility levels 
ranging from employees with no managerial 
responsibility to middle managers.

The 43-question survey elicited workers’ 
perspectives on a variety of topics, including 
the speed of change and its impact on their 
jobs, their experience in acquiring new skills, 
the time spent on training, their level of re-
sponsibility for adapting their skills and their 
expectations from future training.

The survey gathered and segmented demo-
graphic information, making it possible to 
analyse respondents’ attitudes along a num-
ber of parameters, including nationality, age, 
education level, industry, employment type, 
years of experience and level of hierarchy in 
an organization (see Exhibit 4). 

The Adecco Group and BCG also conduct-
ed a series of interviews with executives 
from both industries and public institutions. 
These were selected to ensure a global 
representation among respondents and to 
highlight best practices in the skilling of the 
workforce of the future. These interviews 
also provided insights into the perspective 
of upper management level executives, 
which were not the focus of the survey.

RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY
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Workers in India and Singapore are the most concerned about the 
impact of technological changes  

How concerned are you about losing your job because of technological changes (e.g., artificial intelligence, 
automation, digitization)?13

Very quickly, some aspects of my job are in constant flux and it is challenging to keep up

Slowly, I expect some aspects of my job to change 1-2 times over the course of my career
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Somewhat quickly, I expect some aspects of my job to change every 5 years for the rest of my career

Not at all, my job will not change long-term
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66% of respondents expect their job to change regularly, with quickest 
change experienced in India, and slowest in Japan 
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14 No specific tool mentioned: internet search, proprietary tool, computer based tool, skill assessment/survey, end of training test, 
client satisfaction, social network
15 Question only asked to respondents who did not acquired new skills but considered it
16 Not the right timing, not allowed by company, location
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A company performance assessment is the most used mechanism to deter-
mine skills gaps, but workers’ own research is also important in some countries

How do you evaluate if there is a difference between the skills you have and the ones you need to achieve 
your career goals? (multiple selection)

The main barriers to acquiring new skills are the lack of time and the cost of 
studies. In India, Japan and China, scheduling challenges are also a hurdle

What was the main reason for not acquiring new skills?15
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Indian and Chinese workers are the most digitally oriented in their acquisition 
of skills, while Swiss and Japanese workers are the least digitally oriented

Which skillset did you acquire most recently?17 (Select up to 3)

In China, Italy and India, workers see less responsibility to develop training 
opportunities themselves, than in the US and UK
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Across countries, workers expect mainly their employers to run training 
sessions, except in Japan

Who should be responsible to  develop training opportunities? (Multiple selection) 

The skilling policy of an employer influences respondents choice when 
taking a new job

When choosing an employer, how much does their support in acquiring new skills weigh in your decision?
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RADFORD UNIVERSITY BOARD OF VISITORS 

GOVERNANCE, ADMINISTRATION AND ATHLETICS COMMITTEE 
 

Written Report 
Innovation and Economic Partnerships 

Dr. Angela Joyner, Special Advisor to the President for Partnerships and Chief Innovation Officer 

Our vision is significantly contributing to the overall economic growth of the Commonwealth of Virginia by 
fostering strategic partnerships, developing robust talent pipelines and providing innovative workforce 
development solutions to positively impact the region in which we serve. We achieve this through the 
symbiotic relationship between the Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab, the Center for Career and Talent 
Development and Economic Development & Corporate Partnership departments. 

Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab 

The Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab provides competency-based education to adult learners.  Since its 
inception, The Vinod Chachra IMPACT Lab has provided self-paced, online and asynchronous courses to 
thousands of learners in the areas of cybersecurity, geospatial intelligence and K-12 education.   

• Enrollment  
o Achieved 84% of target with 2,083 learners enrolled in the cybersecurity, geospatial 

intelligence and ASSET Programs.  
o The Department of Education awarded a no-cost extension for the current ASSET SEED 

grant which will allow Radford University to continue to support K-12 educators in the 
Appalachia region in their professional development. This award will provide an opportunity 
for more than 1,000 educators to participate in the ASSET Program this year.   

• Revenue Generation 
o Strategic Partnership Agreements  

 Signed new strategic partnership agreements with Elevate U, LLC, an online 
workforce platform for job seekers. 

 The team continues to explore several new partnerships to drive enrollment in 
cybersecurity and geospatial intelligence programs. 

o Grants  
 The lab submitted several strong grant proposals to the Department of Education and 

NSF worth $25M. Unfortunately, the department was not successful in securing 
additional funding for those specific grant competitions.  The Intel Corporation 
funding is pending.  

• Strategy, Innovation and Program Development  
o Strategic Vision – A strategic roadmap for growth is currently under development. This 

roadmap will outline growth opportunities, innovation target areas and strategic imperatives 
for the lab. The intent is to build on the success to date and provide a foundation for 
scalability and sustainability in a competitive workforce development market. 

o Academic Partnerships – Agreement in progress with a laser focus on driving enrollment and 
supporting innovative program development in key market areas.  
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Center for Career and Talent Development 

Fall Semester Recap: Learning While Delivering Results 
As anticipated, the pandemic presented the Center for Career and Talent Development (CCTD) a broad range 
of challenges to overcome this fall semester. From navigating a precarious employment market to 
accommodating myriad stakeholder’s needs in a semi-virtual environment, the team has nonetheless adapted 
well to these demands and learned a great deal that will inform its approach to the spring semester.  
 
Employer Development and Recruiting in a Virtual World 
The pandemic has accelerated the employer trend of virtual recruiting. We have seen a myriad of approaches 
to hiring this year.  Some employers, such as those in technology, have indicated an increased demand for 
interns and full-time hires, while others are experiencing hiring freezes. Entertainment and tourism have been 
hit particularly hard. In the midst of this turbulent time, the CCTD still approved 662 new employers since 
July 1 and listed 12,549 job postings. 
 
Student Engagement and Campus Collaboration 
As the fall semester progressed and the campus community adapted to the current atmosphere, student 
engagement steadily increased.  From July 1 to November 6, 1:1 student appointment at the CCTD were up 
57% over the same time period in 2019. The Jumpstart Conference, a signature event for the CCTD, was 
held virtually this year as a series of lectures and was well attended (111 attendees across three events). 
 
While increases in high-touch engagements exceeded expectations, classroom presentations were lower than 
last year but still reached 764 students. We suspect that a downtick in classroom opportunities is attributable 
to faculty adjusting to a virtual format, as well as fewer spontaneous engagements between CCTD staff and 
faculty in a semi-remote workplace. Even so, CCTD staff also collaborated with a variety of campus partner 
in the following programs: 

• Opening Week Orientation Panels (August 6-9) 
• Fall Club Fair (August 21) 
• New Faculty Orientation (August 25) 
• Radford Bridges Program Presentation (September 17) 
• ACE Week Program (September 21) 
• Women Entrepreneurship Week Panel (October 15) 
• Homecoming Chat with a Career Coach (October 16) 
• Radford University Ambassadors Presentation (October 29) 
• High Achievers Program (November 5)  

 
Expanded Coaching Capacity 
To better support students pursuing careers in the healthcare and human services industries and provide 
dedicated programming for the RUC campus, a strategic investment has been made to expand the career 
coaching staff and provide a dedicated career coach.   
 
Career Week 2021 
The CCTD is piloting a new approach to virtual career fairs in spring 2021. By expanding, reimagining and 
consolidating career fair offerings into a single week, “Career Week,” the CCTD hopes to optimize 
marketing and operations efforts while increasing faculty, employer, alumni, and student engagement: 

• Business and Technology Career Day (February 22) 
• Government Career Day (February 23) 
• Diversity Career Day (February 24) 
• Healthcare & Human Services Career Day (February 25) 
• Education Career Day (February 26) 
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Each Career Day will include a career fair and will offer several new opportunities for our students to engage 
with employer partners and alumni: 

• 10 a.m.-11 a.m.: 1:1 Mock Elevator Pitch Practice with alumni 
• 11 a.m.-12 p.m.: Industry Panel Discussions including faculty and employer panelists; Company 

Group Presentations 
• 12 p.m.-1 p.m.: Break for Lunch 
• 1 p.m.-3 p.m.: 1:1 Meetings between Students and Employers   

 
While most portions of these events will be hosted virtually, opportunities will be offered for in-person 
interviewing under the University’s safety guidelines. Employer registration will open on November 9, 2020 
and student registration will open January 25, 2021. 
 
First Destination Survey Update 
The May 2020 graduates’ response rate to the First Destination Survey dropped to 25% as a result of the 
pandemic and significantly reduced engagement activities in the spring.  A revised engagement strategy has 
been implemented to enhance the knowledge rate through LinkedIn mining, individual outreach to graduates, 
and data collection coordination with academic departments. These efforts have already increased knowledge 
rate to almost 27% after just a few weeks. Of those graduates for whom we have information, 59% were 
employed by six months post-graduation.  

Economic Development and Partnerships 

• Roanoke Blacksburg Technology Council/Valley Innovation Council 
o The two organizations will merge to leverage existing expertise and provide more impact to the 

New River Valley and Roanoke area.  Radford University will continue to have a presence with 
the organization with Angela Joyner replacing Danny Kemp on their board. 

o Radford University continued its fiscal by renewing its membership commitment and supporting 
the efforts of increasing internships and full-time opportunities for businesses in the New River 
Valley and Roanoke area.    
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December 3, 2020

Intercollegiate Athletics

Board of Visitors
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Agenda

Intercollegiate Athletics

• Student-Athlete Experience
• Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Initiative
• Competitive Excellence
• Future Growth
• Baseball Turf Project
• Women’s Sports Leadership Fund
• Resource Development
• Important Dates and Initiatives Page 45 of 99



Student-Athlete Experience

Intercollegiate Athletics

Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC)
• 2020-21 Executive Board

• Grace Green (VB) – President
• Karah Foster (WTR) – Vice President
• Lauren Seedlock (WSOC) – Secretary
• Lily McLane (WSOC) – Treasurer
• Kat Schoettinger (WSOC) – Community Service Coordinator
• Natalie Welsh (WGOLF) – Social Media Coordinator

• Campus and Community Engagement
• Each year, the student-athletes participate in a number of 

community service initiatives in the New River Valley. Over 4,100 
total volunteer hours with 100% participation from every athletic 
program. 

(Photo take pre-COVID)
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Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Committee

Intercollegiate Athletics

This committee presents an opportunity for the department to deeply examine our commitment to racial and social justice in 
athletics, as well as, implement changes that result in greater equity and inclusion. Education, empowerment and engagement 
are at the forefront of our efforts. 

Committee Members:
Robert Lineburg – Director of Athletics Alix Guynn – Associate AD for SASS
Dr. Sharon Jones – Cultural Competency Project Manager Malinda Tasler – Associate AD, Compliance
Scott Bennett – Assistant AD, Sport Performance Mike Jones – Men’s Basketball, Head Coach
Jaren Marino – Men’s Basketball, Director of Ops. David Boyden – Men’s Basketball, Asst. Coach
Nikki Newman – Women’s Basketball, Asst. Coach Shelli Sayers – Director of Track and Field/XC
Asha Evans – Communications Coordinator Dr. Holly Cline – Faculty Athletics Rep
Grace Green – Student-Athlete Rep/SAAC President Quentasia Reed – Student-Athlete Rep
Chancey Gunnell – Student-Athlete Rep

In alignment with the NCAA and the Big South Conference, Radford University Athletics is committed to fostering an 
environment of equity and inclusion where student-athletes, coaches and staff of all backgrounds are empowered to educate, 
engage, grow, compete and lead together. Our objective is to provide opportunities for education, shared expression and 
understanding around race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender identity, religion and socioeconomic background.

EDUCATE  - EMPOWER  - ENGAGE Page 47 of 99



Competitive Excellence

Intercollegiate Athletics

Men’s Basketball Preseason Poll
Rk. Team (first-place votes) Total Points
1. Winthrop (21) 261
2. UNC Asheville (2) 214
3. Charleston Southern 192
4. Gardner-Webb (1) 188
5. USC Upstate 149
6. RADFORD 127
7. High Point 117
8. Longwood 111
9. Hampton 92
10. Campbell 78
11. Presbyterian 55

Women’s Basketball Preseason Poll
Rk. Team (first-place votes) Total Points
1. Campbell (6) 112
2. RADFORD (2) 107
3. High Point (3) 104
4. Hampton 86
5. Gardner-Webb 70
6. Longwood 66
7. UNC Asheville 56
8. Presbyterian 48
9. USC Upstate 30
10. Charleston Southern 24
11. Winthrop 23

Women’s basketball’s Amele Ngwafang named to the Big South Preseason Second-Team.
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Future Growth

Intercollegiate Athletics

Potential Expansion for Radford Athletics
Women’s Acrobatics and Tumbling

• National Collegiate Acrobatics & Tumbling Association (NCATA) / 

Emerging NCAA Women’s Sport

• Winter Sport / Average Roster Size is 35

Men’s Wrestling

• 6th most popular high school boys sport in America

• Winter Sport / Average Roster Size is 35
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Future Growth

Intercollegiate Athletics

• 15,000-square-foot facility

• Large enough for practice 
and competition

• Coaching offices and locker 
rooms

• Located next to the Sioros
Center with identical build 
design
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Baseball Turf Project

Intercollegiate Athletics

Sherman Carter Memorial Stadium
 100% Privately Funded

 Broke ground on November 9, 2020

 Completion date of January 2021
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Women’s Sports Leadership Fund

Intercollegiate Athletics

In September 2020, Radford Athletics and the Highlander Club announced the creation of the Women’s Sports Leadership Fund 
(WSLF) to support all 10 women’s sports in the areas of scholarships, academic development, and enrichment programs.

Radford Athletics’ female student-athletes make up 61 percent of the 2020-21 student-athlete population. These Highlanders 
not only have a rich tradition of success in the classroom and in competition, they fully represent the University in the highest 
manner. The WSLF will empower these incredible young women through specialized learning and leadership opportunities, 
deliver additional and necessary resources for said sport programs, as well as champion the development of the female student-
athletes on and off the playing field.
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Resource Development

Intercollegiate Athletics

2020-21 Fund Drive Goals & Updates:

FY20 FY21 GOALS FY21 YTD (11/10/20)

TOTAL NEW GIFTS & PLEDGES $1,121,807.00 $1,200,000.00 $1,344,130.00*

UNRESTRICTED $169,483.00 $300,000.00 $69,581.00

NUMBER OF DONORS 1,110 1,350 237

*Includes $1.185M pledge/gift for the baseball turf project.
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Resource Development

Intercollegiate Athletics

2020-21 Corporate Partnership Revenue Update (11/6/20):
 Overall Revenue: $155,000 ($99,500 cash / $55,500 trade)
 Overall Percentage to Budget: 49% ($315,000)
 Cash Revenue Target: 46% ($215,000)
 Trade Revenue Target: 56% ($100,000)

Basketball Season Tickets:
 No basketball season ticket sales for the 2020-21 season
 Student-Athlete/Coaches families and Radford University students only due to limited capacity

Fan Cutouts and Virtual Tickets:
 Offering fans the opportunity to cheer on their Highlanders virtually while still providing financial 

support to the department
 Fans will have the option to pick where their personal cutouts will go. Fans can choose from the 

Dedmon Center, Cupp Stadium, Softball Stadium or Carter Memorial Stadium. Page 54 of 99



Important Dates ad Initiatives

Intercollegiate Athletics

“Highlander10” Participation: December 1-10, 2020
• Supporting the newly established Women’s Sports Leadership Fund

Athletics Giving Day: February 2021

Highlander Open Golf Tournament: Friday, April 23, 2021
• Pete Dye River Course

Highlander Half Marathon & 5K presented by Carilion Clinic: Spring 2021
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Discussion

Intercollegiate Athletics
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Minutes
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GOVERNANCE, ADMINISTRATION AND ATHLETICS COMMITTEE MEETING 
4:00 P.M. 

FEBRUARY 13, 2020 
MARY ANN JENNINGS HOVIS MEMORIAL BOARD ROOM 

THIRD FLOOR, MARTIN HALL, RADFORD, VA 
 

DRAFT 
MINUTES 

 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS PRESENT 
Dr. Rachel D. Fowlkes, Vice Chair  
Dr. Thomas Brewster 
Mr. Gregory A. Burton 
Mr. David A. Smith 
Ms. Lisa Throckmorton 
 
COMMITTEE MEMBERS ABSENT 
Dr. Jay A. Brown, Chair 
    
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT 
Mr. Robert A. Archer, Rector 
Ms. Nancy A. Rice 
Ms. Georgia Anne Snyder-Falkinham 
Mr. Breon Case, Student Representative (Non-voting Advisory Member) 
 
OTHERS PRESENT 
Dr. Brian O. Hemphill, Ph.D. 
Ms. Karen Casteele, Secretary to the Board of Visitors and Special Assistant to the President 
Mr. Craig Cornell, Vice President for Enrollment Management 
Mr. Danny M. Kemp, Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer 
Ms. Wendy Lowery, Vice President for University Advancement  
Mr. Chad A. Reed, Vice President for Finance and Administration and Chief Financial Officer 
Dr. Joe Scartelli, Interim Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Ms. Ashley Schumaker, Chief of Staff and Vice President for University Relations 
Dr. Susan Trageser, Vice President for Student Affairs 
Mr. Allen T. Wilson, Senior Assistant Attorney General, Commonwealth of Virginia 
Other Radford University faculty and staff 
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CALL TO ORDER 
Dr. Rachel D. Fowlkes, Vice Chair, formally called the Governance, Administration and 
Athletics Committee meeting to order at 4:02 p.m. in the Mary Ann Jennings Hovis Memorial 
Board Room in Martin Hall.  Dr. Fowlkes conducted a roll call and established a quorum was 
present. 
 
APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Dr. Fowlkes asked for a motion to approve the February 13, 2020 agenda, with a change of Mr. 
Robert Lineburg reporting first to the committee. Ms. Lisa Throckmorton so moved, Mr. David 
A. Smith seconded, and the motion carried unanimously.   
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Dr. Fowlkes asked for a motion to approve the minutes of the December 5, 2019 meeting of the 
Governance, Administration and Athletics Committee, as published. Dr. Thomas Brewster so 
moved, Ms. Throckmorton seconded, and the motion carried unanimously. 
 
INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS REPORT 
Director of Athletics Robert Lineburg shared recent news and events of the Athletic Department.   
Mr. Lineburg began by acknowledging the Collegiate Sports Associates, led by Todd Turner, Dr. 
Brad Baes, Craig Littlepage and Drew Turner, who conducted a comprehensive athletic 
department review and spend two days on campus interviewing athletic administration, coaches 
and University leadership.   
 

In academic excellence, Mr. Lineburg stated that 48 student-athletes have a 4.0 GPA, 52% of 
student athletes have a 3.4 GPA or higher, 68% of student-athletes have a 3.0 GPA or higher and 
overall student-athletes have a 3.3 GPA.  Jacob Wilson was recognized as Academic All-
American with a perfect 4.0 GPA in Fall 2019 and for making First Team Academic All-District 
and the Big South Conference All-Academic Team. 
 

In competitive excellence, Mr. Lineburg stated that Radford University’s ranking is 4th in overall 
Sasser Cup standings as of December 31, 2019.  Men’s Basketball is in 2nd place in Big South 
standings, with Women’s Basketball currently tied for 3rd.  Softball and Women’s Lacrosse have 
both have been ranked preseason #5 in the Big South standings. 
 

Mr. Lineburg reviewed resource development with membership at 881 and total pledges and gifts 
at $712,645.  Overall revenue is $373,050 with projected 2019-20 revenue of $400,000.  This 
total surpassed the 2018-19 overall revenue by $8,000 as of November 15, 2019.   
 

In closing, Mr. Lineburg shared that the Inaugural First Pitch Dinner, held on January 25, 2020, 
raised over $17,000 for baseball with 300 guests in attendance.  The Men’s and Women’s 
Basketball Alumni Weekend will be February 22, 2020, and Highlander Pride Weekend will be 
held April 23–25, 2020.  A copy of the report is attached hereto as Attachment A and is made a 
part hereof.   
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY REPORT 
Vice President for Information Technology and Chief Information Officer Danny M. Kemp 
presented to the Committee major strategic initiatives completed since the last Board of Visitors 
meeting.  Vice President Kemp presented the status of 24 current initiatives that are in progress, 
including the timeline for each initiative, the stage each initiative is in and the priority of each 
initiative.  Results from the annual survey were also shared.  The annual survey has been 
conducted since 2014.  The survey is sent to all faculty and staff with a purpose of identifying 
areas to address and improve.  Areas of focus are telephone support, classroom support, field 
technicians and walk-in support. 
 

Vice President Kemp shared a photo of the training at RUC.  There have been twelve Desire 2 
Learn (D2L) training sessions provided to the faculty at RUC with 12 more sessions scheduled.  
Vice President Kemp shared photos of the newly renovated Printing Services location at 219 
East Main Street, along with the state-of the-art printing equipment.  Mr. Danny Coalson, 
Manager of Printing Services, was introduced to the Committee.  Mr. Coalson has 34 years with 
Radford University.   
 

Vice President Kemp shared photos of the Reed and Curie Halls technology for those who were 
not able to attend the Ribbon Cutting Ceremony and self-guided tours on February 12, 2020.  
Photos of the technology included: the Geospatial Computer Lab, Virtual Reality Lab, Artis 
Cybersecurity Training and Education Lab, Dean’s Conference Room, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
Center, Geology Maker Lab with a 3-D printer, and the network and server room.  A copy of the 
report is attached hereto as Attachment B and is made a part hereof.   
 
OTHER BUSINESS 
Dr. Fowlkes, Vice Chair, shared with the Committee that one of their most important tasks is to 
serve as the Nominating Committee for officers of the Board of Visitors, and it is that time of 
year for them to seek nominations.  Dr. Fowlkes suggested a similar timeline that was used in the 
year prior to obtain nominations for Board officers to begin service on July 1, 2020.  Dr. 
Fowlkes, in consultation with Committee Chair Jay Brown, proposed that Chair Jay Brown would 
call for Rector and Vice Rector nominations from the Board members on April 6, 2020, and 
Board members will have until April 16, 2019, or 10 days as stated in the Bylaws, to respond. The 
Committee will finalize nominations to bring forward prior to the April 30, 2020 Committee 
meeting with the final vote by the Board of Visitors at their quarterly meeting on May 1, 2020.   
Dr. Fowlkes asked for a motion to move forward with the proposed timeline. Dr. Thomas 
Brewster, so moved, Ms. Throckmorton seconded, and the motion carried unanimously.   
 
ADJOURNMENT 
With no further business to come before the Committee, Dr. Fowlkes requested a motion to 
adjourn. Ms. Throckmorton so moved, Dr. Thomas Brewster seconded, and the motion carried 
unanimously.  The meeting adjourned at 4:41 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted,  
 
Sharon Ratcliffe  
Executive Assistant to the Vice President for Information Technology 
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February 13, 2020

Intercollegiate Athletics

Board of Visitors

Attachment A
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Agenda

Intercollegiate Athletics

• Student-Athlete Experience

• Academic Excellence

• Competitive Excellence

• Resource Development

• Special Events
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Student-Athlete Experience

Intercollegiate Athletics

Collegiate Sports Associates

• Led by Todd Turner, Dr. Brad Bates, Craig Littlepage and Drew Turner

• Conducted a comprehensive athletic department review

• Spent two days on campus interviewing athletic administration, coaches and

university leadership
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Academic Excellence

Intercollegiate Athletics
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Academic Excellence

Intercollegiate Athletics

JACOB WILKINSON – Men’s Soccer

• Academic All-American

• Posted a perfect 4.0 GPA in Fall 2019

• First Team Academic All-District

• Big South Conference All-Academic Team
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Competitive Excellence

Intercollegiate Athletics

OVERALL SASSER CUP STANDINGS (12/31/19)
1. Campbell 10.13
2. High Point 10.00
3. Charleston Southern 7.75
4. RADFORD 7.45
5. Winthrop 7.10
6. UNC Asheville 6.05
7. Presbyterian College 5.54
8. Gardner-Webb 4.67
9. Longwood 4.31
10. USC Upstate 4.20
11. Hampton 2.90
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Competitive Excellence

Intercollegiate Athletics

• Men’s Basketball – Overall Record 12-9 (6-2 Conference) 

• Currently 2nd place in Big South standings

• Carlik Jones – Player of the Week (4 times)

• Women’s Basketball – Overall Record 8-11 (6-4 Conference) 

• Currently tied for 3rd place in Big South standings

• Baseball – Ranked Preseason #3

• J.D. Mundy – Preseason Player of the Year

• Softball – Ranked Preseason #5

• Women’s Lacrosse – Ranked Preseason #5
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Resource Development

Intercollegiate Athletics

2019-20 Fund Drive Update (12/31/19):
 Total New Pledges and Gifts to Highlander Club $712,645 (105% increase*)

 Membership in Highlander Club 881 

Radford Sports Properties Revenue Update (1/30/20):
 Overall Revenue: $373,050 ($269,100 cash / $103,950 trade)
 Overall Percentage to Budget: 95% ($392,000)
 Cash Revenue Target: 90% ($300,000)
 Trade Revenue Target: 109% ($95,000)

*Projected 2019-20 Revenue - $400,000 ($295,000 cash / $105,000 trade)
*Surpassed 2018-19 overall revenue by $8,000 as of 11/15/2019

*Increase from this point last year in the fund drive
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Special Events

Intercollegiate Athletics

Inaugural First Pitch Dinner
January 25, 2020

300 Guests Attended

Over $17,000 raised for Baseball
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Special Events

Intercollegiate Athletics

Highlander Pride Weekend
April 23-25, 2020

Highlander Open Golf Tournament

Highlander Half Marathon & 5k

Red & White Online Auction

Winter Celebration
Men’s and Women’s 

Basketball Alumni Weekend

February 22, 2020
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Discussion

Intercollegiate Athletics
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Information Technology Update

February 13, 2020Board of Visitors

Attachment B
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Current Initiatives - In Progress

2018 Spring 19 Summer 19 Fall 19 Spring 20 Summer 20 Fall 20 2021

ExecutingPlanning ClosingInitiating

Cardinal Human Capital Management Implementation

Capital Campaign Website

Reed/Curie Renovation

NRCC Bridge Program IT Implementation

RUC IT Transition Phase II

IMPACT/ASSETT Enhancements

Closing Security Gaps

Content Management System AEM Upgrade

StarRez Housing Implementation

REAL IT Implementation

DegreeWorks Upgrade Phase I

eVA Integration

Oracle 12c Upgrades

Office 365 Modern Authentication

Windows 2008 Server Upgrades

CAIC Building

Ellucian Ethos Integration

DoIT KPI Dashboards

Banner Payroll Implementation

Banner 9 Self Service

Computer Deployment 2020

SLATE CRM Implementation

MyRU Replacement Portal

M
o
d
e
ra

te
H

ig
h

C
ri

ti
c
a
l

DegreeWorks Upgrade Phase II

Information Technology
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Current Initiatives - Pending

Requested

• Systems Infrastructure Rearchitecture

• IMPACT B2C Model Implementation

• Enterprise Reporting Enhancements

• Executive Dashboards

• D2L to Banner Grade Integration

• GitLab Code Repository Expansion

• Emergency Alert Replacement System

• Electronic I9 System Implementation

• Appworks Conversion

On Hold

• English Language Culture

• Data Center Firewall Upgrade

• In-House Student Retention 
Project

Information Technology
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Customer Satisfaction Survey

Information Technology

• Conducted survey annually since 2014

• Identifies areas to address and improve

• Sent to all faculty and staff

• Areas of focus:

– Telephone Support, Classroom Support, Field Technicians and 

Walk-In Support
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Information Technology
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Discussion

Information Technology
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End of Board of Visitors Materials 
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